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Abstract. Telerehabilitation refers to the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to provide rehabilitation services to people remotely in their homes or other environments. By using ICT, client access to care can be improved and the reach of clinicians can extend beyond the physical walls of a traditional healthcare facility, thus expanding continuity of care to persons with disabling conditions. The concept of telecare, when telerehabilitation is used to deliver services to clients in their homes or other living environments, empowers and enables individuals to take control of the management of their medical needs and interventions by enabling personalized care, choice and personal control. A wide variety of assessment and treatment interventions can be delivered to clients using remote monitoring systems, robotic and virtual reality technologies, and synchronized collaboration with online material. This chapter will present a brief history of telerehabilitation and telecare and offer an overview of the technology used to provide remote rehabilitation services. Emphasis will be given to the importance of human factors and user-centered design in the planning, development, and implementation of telerehabilitation systems and programs. The issue of self-care in rehabilitation and self-management will be discussed along with the rationale for how telerehabilitation can be used to promote client self-care and self-management. Two case studies of real-world telerehabilitation systems will be given, with a focus on how they were planned and implemented so as to maximize their potential benefits. The chapter will close with a discussion of obstacles and challenges facing telerehabilitation and suggestions for ways to promote its growth in use and acceptance.
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Introduction

Technology has revolutionized all aspects of medical rehabilitation. The use of robotics, virtual reality, nanotechnologies, embedded sensors, neuro-imaging, and a host of other technologies have enhanced health outcomes and allowed researchers to break new ground and expand their knowledge of the processes of neurological and musculoskeletal recovery. As this research knowledge and technology development is...
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translated to practice, those with disabilities have access to an ever-expanding range of cutting-edge treatments.

However, it is not only the interventions themselves that benefit from advanced technologies, but also the way in which the interventions are delivered. Physical distance between a client and a clinic is no longer an insurmountable obstacle to care. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can be used to extend the reach of clinicians far beyond the physical walls of a healthcare facility to local clinics, community health care facilities, or in some cases, directly to clients in their homes. Beyond basic videoconferencing, a wide variety of assessment and treatment interventions can be delivered to clients using remote monitoring systems, inertial sensors, robotic and haptic devices, and synchronized collaboration with online material.

Using ICT to deliver rehabilitation services improves access to care for people who live in rural locales (or in areas without specialty-trained clinicians) and for clients with mobility impairments who have difficulty travelling. It can also substantially reduce practitioner travel time and therefore increase the number of client consultations possible in a day. Finally, the use of ICT in delivering rehabilitation services can greatly expand continuity of care to persons with disabling conditions and enable them to take control of the management of their medical needs and therapy interventions by promoting personalized care, choice, and personal autonomy.

Having stated the opportunities that ICT affords in rehabilitation, it is worth providing a brief introduction to the related terminology. For the purposes of this chapter, telemedicine is used, in a broad sense, to refer to the transfer or exchange of medical and healthcare information using ICT. Telerehabilitation refers specifically to the delivery of rehabilitation services via telemedicine methods and techniques. Telecare refers to the specific instances where health or care services are provided to people in their homes or other supervised living settings [1, 2]. It is hoped the reader will appreciate it is not so much the specific definition of each term that is essential, but rather the concepts behind the terms. The reader is also encouraged to keep in mind that no matter what term is used, telerehabilitation and its related applications are not new clinical disciplines or specialties, rather they represent a new way to deliver treatment to the client and improve access to care, while perhaps offering opportunities to enhance the rehabilitation process.

This chapter will present a brief history of telerehabilitation and telecare and discuss how they fit within the broad scope of telemedicine. It will offer an overview of the technology used to provide remote rehabilitation services as well as discuss the importance of human factors and user-centered design in the planning, development, and implementation of telerehabilitation systems and programs. The importance of self-care in rehabilitation will be discussed along with the rationale for how telecare can be used to promote client self-care. Two case studies of real-world telerehabilitation will be given, with a focus on how they were planned and implemented so as to maximize their potential benefits. The chapter will close with a discussion of obstacles and challenges facing telerehabilitation and suggestions of ways to promote its growth.

1. Origins of Telemedicine

Some have suggested that telemedicine can trace its origins to the use of bonfires and smoke signals, carrier pigeons, and horseback-riding letter carriers to transfer
information related to disease outbreaks, military casualty lists, and requests for medical assistance [1]. These instances are obviously dwarfed by the scope and speed of modern telemedicine applications, yet they demonstrate the rationale and potential for health data to be transmitted from one location to another.

The formal history of telemedicine is directly tied to advancements in technology. The original "no-tech" methods, described above, were gradually replaced, first by the telephone and telegraph, and later by radio-transmission, closed-circuit television signals, and satellite communication. The mid- to late-1990's brought about what some consider to be the 'modern' era of telemedicine with the advent of digital communications, growth of electronic medical records, and rapid proliferation of the Internet – all of which continue to be significant driving forces for telemedicine [1, 2]. Figure 1 offers an approximate timeline illustrating when various ICT was first used for transmitting medical information.

Today, telemedicine has grown to include a broad research knowledge base, a mounting body of evidence on efficacy and effectiveness, and a rising level of acceptance among clinicians and clients [1]. Radiology, pathology, and other primarily image-driven diagnostic specialties have strongly embraced telemedicine as a way to deliver services faster, more efficiently, more accurately (for example, when advanced image processing techniques or algorithms are applied), and to a greater number of people [3]. Videoconferencing consults from larger specialty clinics to rural healthcare providers are becoming increasingly commonplace around the globe, extending the reach of clinicians and improving client care [2]. Advancements in ICT coupled with the rapid development of software, sensors, robotics, digital medical records, and other equipment have helped telemedicine develop into a key component in the evolution of modern healthcare.

2. Origins of Telerehabilitation

Much as the earliest examples of telemedicine were opportunistic and often driven by innovative clinicians making use of equipment that existed for another purpose [2], telerehabilitation sprang from the application of existing telemedicine tools and
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techniques to individual rehabilitation disciplines. From the first demonstration projects, the motivation for telerehabilitation has been a desire to improve the delivery of rehabilitation services, enhance the continuum of care, and promote client involvement and participation in treatment. These are essential components of the long-term dynamic process of rehabilitation and are directly related to the functional outcomes and level of recovery a client can achieve.

Early telerehabilitation efforts were structured mostly as pilot projects that were small in sample size and proof-of-concept in nature, yet they demonstrated that some rehabilitation assessment and treatment techniques could be delivered to clients located in physically separate locations, thus overcoming obstacles of distance and lack of access to trained providers. In some of the first telerehabilitation projects, clinicians used the telephone to provide client follow-up and caregiver support, and to administer client self-assessment measures [4, 5]. By the late 1980's, this approach expanded to include the use of closed-circuit television and pre-recorded video material to provide visual interaction with clients [6, 7].

As ICT advanced, telerehabilitation applications expanded in scope. Projects began to employ live interactive videoconferencing, with an emphasis on rehabilitation interventions that relied mostly on audio-visual interaction (e.g. neuropsychology, speech-language pathology, counseling, etc.) and for which a lack of physical contact presented less of a barrier to treatment. In cases where a higher-speed connection was available, clinicians were able to use high-quality video transmission to provide consultations, diagnostic assessments, delivery of treatment interventions, and distance learning and supervision via telerehabilitation [8, 12]. Other projects made use of slower analog public switched telephone network (PSTN) connections that were more limited in the speed of the videoconferencing they could provide. Yet despite lower-quality video transmission, telerehabilitation was shown to be a feasible method for delivering a range of rehabilitation treatment and assessment interventions [13, 17].

These projects pointed to the potential benefits of telerehabilitation with results demonstrating efficacy and yielding high levels of client and clinician satisfaction. Feasibility of telerehabilitation was shown not only in controlled laboratory or clinic settings, but also across long distances, bringing therapy and assessment to remote and rural populations.

The recent development of advanced sensor and remote monitoring technologies has enabled an increasing number of telerehabilitation applications to be deployed into the home. While early telecare projects looked to provide basic follow-up services and caregiver support [18, 19], more recent work has developed and deployed systems to provide home-based exercise monitoring, diet and medication compliance tracking, robotic-based treatment, and other more dynamic interventions [20, 23].

3. Technology

All telemedicine applications, while unique in their purpose, involve the exchange of medical or healthcare information. The people involved in the session (e.g. clinician-to-clinician in a tele-consultation, or clinician-to-client in a treatment encounter), the type of information collected, and the ways in which it is transmitted and displayed, varies significantly according to the intervention being delivered. Figure 2 illustrates the typical information exchange in telemedicine. In a live session, the information transmission occurs in real-time, while in store-and-forward telemedicine information
is collected and transmitted for review at a later time. It should be noted that this exchange is most typically bi-directional with information flowing both to and from each site. In many telement care applications, there may be an added step where the information is analyzed or processed either when it is collected or when it is received (e.g. to check if data from a sensor is within pre-defined criteria and notify users as appropriate).

Real-time verbal and visual interaction between participants in a telement care encounter occurs through the use of videoconferencing technology. There are a number of different types of videoconferencing systems, each defined by the type of network over which they connect and the telecommunications standard which they support (e.g. H.320, H.323, H.324) [24]. Across all technologies, the quality of the link (typically measured by the speed of the video and the clarity of the audio) is directly related to the speed or bandwidth of the connection being used. In cases where the videoconference is used for basic conversation or to provide macro-level visual interaction with a client, a lower-fidelity connection such as standard PSTN lines may be sufficient (Figure 3). However, in telement care applications where higher-quality video is necessitated (e.g. assessment of fine motor skill, balance, or tremor; detection of facial affect or emotion) a higher bandwidth connection may be required. Section 6.1 provides information on how sensors can be used to augment videoconferencing to provide high-fidelity data on motion and patient performance during a telement care session.

While videoconferencing is a powerful tool for bringing people together across long distances, in many instances, it is not enough to provide the dynamic interaction between a clinician and a client that lies at the heart of telerehabilitation. By incorporating additional types of information exchange between users, a wider range of telerehabilitation interventions can be delivered. Many traditional rehabilitation assessment and therapy techniques make use of paper-based materials. In a telerehabilitation application, these materials can be exchanged in a store-and-forward fashion through the simple use of a fax machine or e-mail, or alternately in real-time

Figure 3. Spinal Cord Injured Client Using PSTN Videophone
via computer-based data sharing methods where on-screen material can be used interactively by participants (as illustrated by the interactive telerehabilitation system described in Section 6.2).

Today, an increasing number of projects are moving beyond basic videoconferencing to include the types of remote ‘hands-on’ interaction that was once viewed as being impossible for telerehabilitation. Multi-axial position and force sensors (the latest of which are small in size with wireless communication and low-power requirements) provide a tangible measure of physical performance and function of a remote client. Haptic and robotic technologies let therapists ‘feel’ a client and impart forces and motion. Environmental sensors, and other ‘Smart Home’ equipment, monitor a living space and collect information on a client’s interaction with the environment. The data from these devices can be used as part of a remote monitoring application and transmitted in real-time (with or without a simultaneous videoconference) or be collected, processed, and analyzed using store-and-forward methods.

Despite the ever-evolving potential that advanced technologies afford clinicians and researchers, it is imperative that the presence of technology has no negative impact on the interaction between clinician and client. Telerehabilitation technologies must be developed and implemented such that they facilitate the treatment interventions being delivered and are usable and accepted by both the clients (and their caregivers) who will receive the services and the clinicians who will provide them.

Given the broad scope of the field of rehabilitation, the dynamic recovery process, the need to maintain and prevent deterioration in neurological and musculoskeletal systems, and the inherent variability of clients receiving treatment, it is difficult to make a one-size-fits-all recommendation of telerehabilitation technologies. Rather the clinician, researcher, and/or administrator, in collaboration with the target population, should first carefully identify the clinical need and relevant constraints (e.g. available bandwidth, cost, etc.) and use them as a basis from which to select the most suitable and appropriate technology. Figure 4 illustrates a top-down needs-focused approach for identifying the appropriate technology for a telerehabilitation application.

The importance of including the client users in this process is described by Ballegaard et al. who advocate that the clinical need for health technology must be supplemented with the ‘citizens perspective’ focusing on the everyday life activities, values, expertise and wishes of the person who will utilize the system [25].

---

**Service to deliver**
- Assessment, treatment, monitoring

**Information to transmit**
- Images, video, documents, LMRIs, sensors, etc.

**Technology to implement**
- Type/format/size of data
- Speed of transmission (bandwidth)

*Figure 4. Needs-Based Approach for Selecting Telemedicine Technology*
4. Human Factors and User-Centered Design in Telerehabilitation

Technology plays a vital role in telerehabilitation as it is responsible for all aspects of the transfer of medical information. Yet as important as technology is, in order for telerehabilitation to ultimately be successful and move forward, it must remain focused on the users. This emphasis on user-centered design (UCD) is important at all phases of telerehabilitation planning, development, and implementation. Through careful involvement and consideration of users, technology designers can produce systems that are more user-friendly and less error-prone; researchers can collect more targeted and appropriate outcomes on satisfaction, effectiveness, and cost efficiency; and administrators can improve staff comfort levels and adoption of telerehabilitation procedures. The UK Department of Health has suggested that, “systematically and rigorously finding out what people want and need from their services is a fundamental duty of both the commissioners and the providers of services. It is particularly important to reach out to those whose needs are greatest but whose voices are often least heard” [26, p. 157].

In telemedicine applications, the list of users is quite broad and includes clients, clinicians, support staff, caregivers, and administrators. In considering the users of a telerehabilitation system, one must look beyond the factors of age, education, and technology experiences and account for possible impairments in cognitive, gross and fine motor function, and visual and language skills [27]. These additional considerations should be reflected in the telerehabilitation service delivery (e.g. accessibility of treatment space, training materials, consent documentation; disability-specific training for staff) as well as in the technology that is utilized (e.g. high usability, accessible controls).

Mainstream designers have become increasingly aware of the need for UCD, as can be evidenced by the recent trends in commercial products towards design emphasizing usability, ergonomics and aesthetics. While there are a number of existing methods and tools for UCD that can be used, it has been argued that new paradigms such as a ‘user-sensitive inclusive design’ should be used by developers of health care devices [28]. The purpose is to gain an understanding of the users’ experience of not only the technology to be designed but also the social and cultural context in which users live with their disability and in which they will engage with the technology [29, 31].

In the advancing world of telecare and telerehabilitation, the need to utilize such design techniques is paramount. Given the unique nature of the telerehabilitation population and the requirement for clients and caregivers to often directly interact with the technology, all aspects of telerehabilitation devices and systems must emphasize ease of use, consistency, and reliability. This relates to physical input and control functions such as buttons, switches, and connection ports/jacks; the use and placement of sensors and other peripherals such as sensor arm bands, blood pressure cuffs, and cameras; and on-screen graphical user interfaces of videoconferencing systems, in-home telehealth messaging devices, and sensors and other monitoring equipment.

By involving users throughout each stage of the development process, there is a greater likelihood that the final product will meet its design goals, be completed on-time, have lower development costs, and be more usable for its target population [32, 33]. To work towards this goal, developers of telerehabilitation devices may wish to employ UCD techniques such as ‘story-boarding’ which involves conducting observational fieldwork, semi-structured interviews, and cultural probes, to develop...
‘personas’ for each of the targeted users of a system. For example, in a telerehabilitation system for clients with stroke, the persona would identify physical and cognitive abilities, social environments, personal life goals and networking needs and then map that storyboard to a new or emerging technology. In this way the design is derived from both the clinical need and the future user’s needs. Other valuable UCD methods that can be used include iterative paper prototyping (a method of having users test early iterations of a GUI through low-fidelity mock-ups), video acting, and workshop dissemination processes.

Well-designed and developed devices are clearly essential for successful telerehabilitation. However, there are other human factors considerations that must also be taken into account, especially with regard to how the telerehabilitation system integrates into the existing organization and clinical or research environment. These considerations include such dimensions as stakeholder support and buy-in, user training, equipment maintenance, scheduling, and technical support.

5. The self management and self-care agenda

As telerehabilitation will likely be a key component in the evolution of healthcare, it is important to understand the scope and potential of telerehabilitation systems to meet as full a range as possible of user needs. One such avenue for future exploration, from both a service-delivery and research perspective, is client self-care, defined as the practices undertaken by individuals towards maintaining health and managing illness [34]. Home-based telecare programs have the potential to promote self-care in numerous ways. Sensor-based systems could monitor performance and provide clients with feedback on their progress or display to them pre-established therapy and educational content (delivered by computer screen), all without the direct real-time involvement of a therapist. Clients would perhaps feel empowered to take an active role in their own rehabilitation, conducting self-care whenever they feel appropriate. Self-care, therefore, provides both the opportunity to receive treatment at the time and place of the client’s choosing, and to achieve improved health outcomes through self-managed additional rehabilitation sessions. In recognition of the fact that self-care could promote long-term wellness and a reduction in future healthcare demand, the UK Department of Health has identified self-care as one of the key building blocks for future client-centered health service [35].

The concept of self-management is closely linked to that of self-care. However, there are some distinctions in relation to rehabilitation, with clear key elements of the self-management concept that dictate a more dynamic process with the users. The elements within the self-management paradigm are goal identification, information acquisition, problem solving, decision-making, and self reaction, which in rehabilitation terms, should result in changes in motor control and subsequent functional ability. The SMART case study (Section 6.1) demonstrates that it is possible to use ICT and sensor technology to enable the key elements of the self management process to take place, the ultimate goal being to promote self managed recovery of motor function following a stroke.

Arguably most of the attention to date on self-care has centered on the management of long-term conditions (LTC) such as Chronic Heart Failure, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, and Congestive Heart Failure. While self-care is encouraged in many countries at the policy level (including the use of telecare
technologies), a recent Cochrane review involving 17 studies with a total of 7,442 participants reported that while self-care programs for LTCs led by lay leaders, "may lead to modest, short-term improvements in patients confidence to manage their condition and perceptions of their own health." The, "programmes did not improve quality of life, alter the number of times patients visited their doctor or reduce the amount of time spent in hospital" [36, p. 2].

While the clinical outcomes of self-care approaches are inconclusive at this point, such results should perhaps be interpreted in the light that currently the process and imputed relationship between self-care education skills and health service contact, the human factors, are poorly understood [37]. Indeed, a noticeable cultural shift from both clients and clinicians is likely to be necessary before the full extent of the effectiveness of self-care can be quantified. Historically, the ‘balance of power’ has been with the medical practitioners who would use their expertise and knowledge to respond reactively to a client. Self-care promises increased knowledge for clients which can be used to empower them to pro-actively care for themselves; moving the balance of power, and in some instances sharing the decision making, between client and clinician. Thus, a paradigm shift is required where service providers, rather than strictly providing medical interventions, create an environment where people feel supported in their self-care decision making.

Telecare can be a key tool in enabling such a cultural shift and realizing the proposed clinical benefits of self-care. It can allow the ‘balance of power’ to be facilitated in a more agreeable environment as clinicians have access to frequently entered data (gathered manually and automatically) from the home and can maintain ‘contact’ with clients, particularly those with significant needs. At the same time, the client is empowered to self-care and receive additional therapy sessions in the knowledge that the clinician is keeping a ‘watching brief’ on their progress. Therefore, the telerehabilitation system, by its very nature, encourages a sharing of responsibility and communication. The SMART case study (Section 6.1) demonstrates the feasibility of a system that fosters a supportive client environment such that self-care educational material and the self-management of the therapy sessions can be targeted directly to the client (either as a consequence of the system automatically observing changes in client-entered data, or from direct clinician involvement); thus improving the client’s knowledge base, ability to self-care, and therapy outcomes.

While such innovations are currently small in scale there is an appetite for such a paradigm shift in service. The European Commission Information Society and Media (2006) suggest that, "the way healthcare is presently delivered has to be deeply reformed... The situation is becoming unsustainable and will only worsen in the future as chronic diseases and the demographic change place additional strains on healthcare systems around Europe." They call for a, "new healthcare delivery model based on preventative and person-centred health systems. This new model can only be achieved through proper use of ICT, in combination with appropriate organizational changes and skills" [38, p. 11]. The ability to generate reliable evidence for service commissioners to make informed decisions will be important to deliver this paradigm shift.
6. Telerehabilitation Case Studies

Stroke is the largest cause of severe disability in the western world. It is estimated that over 900,000 people in the UK and close to 2.5 million people in the United States are living with moderate to severe impairments as a result of stroke, affecting their independence and quality of life [39, 40]. In response to this need, and faced with a growing prevalence of stroke and other chronic diseases, rehabilitation specialists are investigating innovative models of health care delivery using technologies to improve access to care and enable the self-management of long-term conditions.

6.1. Self-management of rehabilitation: the SMART study

Evidence suggests that 30% to 60% of stroke survivors regain no functional use in the arm at 6 months post-stroke [41]. Targeted rehabilitation is known to promote reorganization of the central nervous system with the intensity and frequency of the training [42], as well as the level of the client’s active participation and engagement [43], shown to be crucial factors in the recovery process.

The SMART rehabilitation project, a collaborative initiative with partners from Sheffield Hallam University, University of Sheffield, University of Ulster, University of Essex, and University of Bath, aimed to explore the use of innovative technologies to promote the self-management of progressive, repetitive, functional task-specific activities to motivate stroke survivors to engage in the rehabilitation process. The project examined the scope, effectiveness and appropriateness of systems to support home-based rehabilitation for stroke survivors and their caregivers focusing on upper limb home-based rehabilitation.

The SMART rehabilitation system (Figure 5) consists of three components: a movement tracking system (consisting of two small inertial sensors attached to the arm), a personal computer and a web-server unit [44, 20, 43]. The client attaches the sensors, selects a specific functional goal such as drinking or reaching, and repeats the task a number of times. The sensors record changes in the client's arm position resulting from movement of the elbow and shoulder joints. The information collected by the sensors is analyzed and provided as feedback to the client (and caregiver) in the form of on-screen 3D avatars showing the client's movement compared to the targeted "normal" movement. Summative kinematic data on frequency of use, angle ranges, and cycle time can also be viewed.

In this way the SMART system enables users to self-manage their rehabilitation by choosing which goal (exercise) to undertake, deciding when and how often to perform the task, observing and problem-solving their movements in comparison to a normal movement, and self-reacting by changing the way they move in response to feedback given [46, 47]. Clinicians can assess and monitor movements remotely via the Internet by accessing the central server, or provide comments/instructions over the web-based system when they have viewed the summative kinematic data.
The project used an iterative UCD approach to develop a series of prototypes of the system’s user interface that were evaluated via task analysis, cognitive walkthroughs, and formal usability testing sessions. The final system was deployed and tested in the homes of four stroke survivors for two weeks as a proof of concept research study (Figure 6). Results indicated that the system could be effective at promoting functional improvement and encouraging compliance. Qualitative data provided anecdotal evidence of both the motivational aspects of the SMART system and the way it facilitated self-management of rehabilitation by enabling users to problem solve their movement strategies and self-react to the feedback provided. Figure 7 offers comments from two participants on their experience with the system.

"What I liked about it was that he was so eager to do it. He’d ask me ‘shall I do it again? Shall I do it again?...it’s really amazing that he really wanted to do these exercises much more...’"

"Having viewed it visually I’m aware that this elbow swings out...people can see the difference between what they can do and what they should be doing"
The results provided valuable guidance for further development of the system and proof of the concept that a robust rehabilitation system can be managed at home and used to provide useful and motivating feedback within the daily routine of a stroke survivor. Future projects will expand the SMART system and methodology to develop a personalized remote therapy system for chronic pain, stroke and chronic heart failure.

6.2. Interactive videoconferencing for remote cognitive-communicative treatment

Following stroke or brain injury, many clients often exhibit some degree of cognitive-communicative impairments. Treatment of these impairments by a speech-language pathologist (SLP) typically involves skill-based exercises that are largely based on drill-and-practice, repetition, and the use of treatment materials such as worksheets and flash cards. Given the highly verbal and visual nature of this treatment, it is well-suited for delivery using telerehabilitation technology [48]. While early work in the field pointed to the significant potential for telerehabilitation to deliver numerous cognitive-communicative interventions to remote clients [6, 9, 11, 12, 49], there was a clear need for technology that could enhance and expand the ways in which clinicians could interact with their remote clients.

Work at the National Rehabilitation Hospital, in Washington, DC, investigated use of a customized telerehabilitation system that combined videoconferencing with interactive data sharing features (Figure 8). The goal was to develop a system that could augment and extend interaction during a telerehabilitation session so as to enable a wide range of therapeutic interventions to be delivered to remote clients. In addition to the basic verbal and visual communication afforded by the videoconferencing connection, data collaboration functions were designed to serve as a ‘virtual desktop’ on which the client and clinician were able to work together in real-time using on-screen material (e.g. word processing documents, scanned worksheets, computer applications, or digital drawing whiteboards) just as they would use physical treatment materials in a traditional face-to-face session (Figure 9).

Development of the overall system was based on a UCD framework, which emphasized effective and usable interface design in addition to traditional software/system development goals of quality, budget, expandability, and timeliness. The design of the system GUIs were achieved through iterative prototyping that progressed from low-fidelity designs (e.g. drawings, sketches, and storyboards) to
increasingly higher-fidelity functional models. The members of a cross-disciplinary project team worked in close collaboration with users (both stroke survivors and SLP clinicians) at all stages of the project through focus groups, brainstorming sessions, ad hoc task-centered cognitive walkthroughs, and formal usability testing sessions to ensure that the final design met the usability requirements of the target population.

Through a series of case studies, this system was evaluated as a method for delivering cognitive-communicative treatment to clients following stroke. Upon completion of a six-week treatment protocol, all clients achieved improvement in their functional communication at a level consistent with expectations for an equivalent period of traditional face-to-face treatment. In addition to a high level of overall client satisfaction, the data sharing features were found to be a highly valuable component of the system and were viewed favorably by both clients and clinicians as making treatment significantly more engaging and motivating [50, 51].

7. Obstacles, barriers and recommendations

Although telerehabilitation has been emerging for some time, it is still in its relative infancy. In order for telerehabilitation to achieve the long-term goal of improving health outcomes, empowering clients, and serving as a cost-effective mainstream tool for all, obstacles related to reliable evidence, technology, policy and reimbursement, organizational change, and workforce development and operational delivery must be addressed. Table 1 highlights each of these obstacles and offers recommendations as to how the telerehabilitation community - through the mutual efforts of researchers, clinicians, administrators, and policymakers - can overcome them for the benefit of client and clinician alike. For example, in order to address a lack of reliable evidence, well-designed studies with appropriate research methodologies must be conducted to evaluate both clinical and cost effectiveness of telerehabilitation programs as well as the impacts on client care delivery systems, training programs, and healthcare organizations.
Table 1. Obstacles to mainstream deployment of telerehabilitation and recommendations to overcome them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacle</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Reliable evidence:** While service innovators embrace change believing improvements will result, the majority of decision makers and service commissioners are typically more cautionary. Consequently requiring reliable evidence so as to compare costs and clinical outcomes of one service innovation against another before they will embrace the opportunity. | 1. The academic community should produce reliable evidence, at a variety of different levels, to support service commissioners’ decision making for sustainable services. Particular attention should be given to clinical and cost effectiveness which compares against existing forms of service delivery.  
2. Research funding bodies should review the potential benefits of telerehabilitation and make the appropriate levels of funding available to support sustainable research programs that deliver solutions over the short, medium and long-term.  
3. While the risks of undertaking a new service innovation are often highlighted, the associated risks of rejecting opportunities and staying with the ‘status quo’ are rarely recognized. Consideration of these should therefore be highlighted. |
| **Technology:** Currently many hardware configurations work in isolation to one another, therefore requiring existing systems to be replaced when additional functionality is required. This can also limit the functionality of the ‘technology’ as an individual manufacturer may not have all of the ‘technology’ required to meet a specific users need. Much of the technology is not as aesthetically pleasing as it might be. This can result in some users refusing or abandoning the technology as they consider it a `badge of dependency`. This issue is equally important in the growing consumer or self purchase market. Finally the features of much of the technology are rather simplistic when compared to some other fields. Greater efforts are required for monitoring, analysis and data presentation. | 1. Interoperable technology standards for communication, operation and interface should be developed to increase the flexibility of end-user solutions and facilitate easy user operation when utilizing the products from different manufacturers*.  
2. Greater efforts should be made to understand why users reject or abandon ‘technology’ and efforts made to redesign equipment to maximize benefit for all – including the aesthetics of the technology.  
3. In a research and development capacity greater collaboration between different disciplines should be encouraged due to the cross-organizational nature of solutions required. Collaboration and joint initiatives with industry should also ensure the minimum time delay between research demonstration and translation to available market product. |
| **Policy and reimbursement:** The supportive strength of national policy is variable throughout many different countries. As is the healthcare environment and the way in which services are funded. Even where policy is strong the funding is often unclear, sometimes resulting in greater financial benefits for those not contributing to the purchasing costs of such systems than those actually paying for it. As such, where direct benefit is not returned to the purchaser, there can be little motivation to invest at a micro level, even though the macro level benefits may be understood. | 1. International comparison and collaboration at a policy level should be sought to share learning, evidence and encourage service innovation/technological developments by international companies*.  
2. Holistic views of the financial costs and associated benefits are required. Alternatively understanding of the benefits throughout operational systems is required to share the costs and benefits accordingly. |
| **Organizational change:** Challenging cultural attitudes and the established ways in which organizations function is a considerable task that can take significant time. However, if the evidence should be presented, including consultation with end users, such that the requirement for change and the anticipated benefits can be described – in effect justifying the business case. | 1. Evidence should be presented, including consultation with end users, such that the requirement for change and the anticipated benefits can be described – in effect justifying the business case. |
whole organization is not committed to the service redesign then the benefits are likely to be less than possible or anticipated.

2. The process of change should be project-managed accordingly with sufficient resource provided to enable the best possible chances of success.
3. Throughout the process, consultation and evaluation should be conducted to provide a feedback loop to reinforce the benefits and lessons learnt.

Workforce development and operational delivery: A variety of new skills may well be required on service delivery aspects, including the ‘balance of power’, technological aspects, equipment installation and maintenance, etc. Operational codes of practice, competencies and standards will also be required to ensure practitioners have the appropriate skills and abilities to offer services to a demonstrable level of performance.

1. Additional training courses are required to provide the necessary knowledge and competencies so the workforce can effectively deliver recognizable components of the overall system.
2. National occupational standards should be encouraged so clear career paths can be established.
3. Government organizations, trade associations and the voluntary sector should be encouraged to establish local, national, and possibly international, operational standards.

* Note: The efforts of the Continua Health Alliance [52], aimed at promoting interoperable personal telehealth solutions, are welcomed.

8. Conclusion

The need for evolving the delivery of rehabilitation services and incorporating aspects of self-care and remote monitoring is somewhat magnified in light of the shift in global demographics to an older population and the increasing prevalence of chronic health conditions. Telerehabilitation holds significant potential to meet this need and to provide services that are more accessible to more people, while having the ability to offer a more affordable enhanced level of care.

Despite all of its potential, the evolution of telerehabilitation is not inevitable and it will not occur on its own. Greater adoption of telerehabilitation will likely occur as a result of the shift towards user-focused and technology-enabled healthcare, and as an increased emphasis is placed on preventative and continuous care, rather than traditional episodic and reactive care. Additionally, there is a crucial need for a greater body of evidence on clinical effectiveness and cost efficiency of telerehabilitation programs. Research should look to analyze the behavior change that can and does occur as a result of telerehabilitation interventions and the impact it has on long-term health outcomes.

The last decade has seen tremendous growth of telerehabilitation, and this trend is likely to continue. While most of the past and current focus in telerehabilitation has been on modifying face-to-face treatment methods for remote delivery, future work will explore the potential for telerehabilitation to enhance and perhaps even improve care. While this growth occurs and new approaches for remote service delivery are explored, great care must be taken to ensure that the planning, design, and implementation of telerehabilitation technologies, systems, and services is strongly focused on user-centered human factors principles. Telerehabilitation must never be a result of ‘technology push’ alone, rather it must be driven by clinical need and a desire to improve healthcare.
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